
                                                      ROVER R40 75 BUYERS GUIDE 
   
Warren McEwen, Dudley Bennett, Richard Dalziel and Chris Forsey, who have had many years 
experience with these cars, have put together this checklist for those considering the purchase of 
one of these most rewarding “modern classics”. 
  
  Things to consider - 

• Year of manufacture?  2001 models had the best specs, real wood dash (plastic later), 
more leather, badges etc. 2002 models onwards suffered cost cutting under “Project 
Drive” economy measures. “Facelift” models 2004/5 especially affected. 

• Saloon / Tourer?  Tourers (station wagons, the R41 model) very rare in Australia. Only 
99 sold here. Spare body parts rare. 

• Petrol/Diesel?  Diesels are economical and reliable (timing chains not belts) with bags 
of torque but not as refined or smooth as petrol engines. Many “Facelift” diesel cars 
were sold at the 2005 liquidation auction. Petrol engines are long lasting but do have 
weaknesses, mainly relating to the plastic components used. 

• Which model?  Connoisseur / Club / Classic. Interiors all leather except Classic. 
Connoisseur had many features including sunroof (potential liability) traction control, 
electric everything, desirable wooden steering wheel and gear lever (standard on SE). 
The Club SE is a popular well specced rarity without the sunroof. Classic is the “base” 
model. 

• Colours?  Are a personal preference but Royal Blue and Copperleaf (maroon) have aged 
best. Other popular colours were Wedgewood Blue, White Gold, Zircon Silver and 
Moonstone Green. White, Black and others are rare. Check for sun damage/clearcoat 
lifting. 

• Interior condition? Rover leather interiors last well (unlike the MG equivalent) but check 
for damage and wear. Has the headlining dropped? Carpet covers in place? 

• Musty smell / wet carpets? If bulkhead plenum (and sunroof) drains have not been kept 
clear, water can enter car via the “pollen filter” and in worst case scenario contaminate 
the ECU. End of plenum drain pipe “duck bills” can be cut off to aid drainage. 

• Bits missing? Parts are often missing, e.g. engine undertray, battery cover, kick plates 
and rear light internal covers. These can be hard to find as it's the same parts that are 
so often missing. 

• Service history? Frequent (good quality) oil changes essential for long engine life. Is 
there proof of the major belt service having been done? Needed about every 100-150k 
kms and includes 3 timing belts, water pump, idler & tensioner pulleys and probably 
the thermostat as well, $2k to $3k. Listen to the engine, if it runs quietly the belts have 
probably been done recently, if it “rumbles” they haven't. 

• Correct coolant? Essential the correct pink 'OAT' coolant has been used. Check for leaks, 
especially in the “V” of the engine (failed thermostat) and down oil filter (water pump) 

• Check the oil filler cap. Yellow sludge inside indicates overheating and head gasket 
failure. Walk away. 

• “Clonks” when driving? Worn lower control arm bushes and /or engine mounts. 
Inexpensive items but time consuming to install. 

• Brakes worn? Easy to inspect pad and disc wear through the holes in the alloy wheels. 
Discs need replacing every second set of pads. 

• Fault lights showing on dash? ABS and Airbag lights quite often appear despite all 
working well. Problems are usually just a dirty/failed sensor or a loose connection but 
may mean a “rego” test failure. 


